The progression of DNA replication and repair requires the coordinated action of dynamic, multiprotein assemblies. We have previously proposed a critical role for proteins composed of multiple, flexibly attached domains in facilitating the action of these dynamic complexes. 1 Because these proteins can undergo intraand interdomain rearrangements, they are able to interact optimally with the ever-changing substrate landscape present during DNA processing. RPA is a prototypical modular multidomain DNA processing protein with flexible linkers of various lengths ( Figure  1 ). The trimer core is a compact assembly of three OB-fold domains (RPA70C/32D/14) to which is appended the disordered RPA32N functional domain, the RPA32C winged-helix domain, and the tandem RPA70AB and the RPA70N OB-fold domains. Despite a wealth of information available on the structure and function of these domains, very few insights have been obtained about the architecture of intact RPA.
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NMR spectroscopy in solution is a powerful tool for characterizing proteins under conditions that preserve intrinsic dynamic properties. The advent of TROSY, CRINEPT, and related experimental approaches 3 has vastly increased the upper limit of molecular masses accessible to study by NMR. Examples range from the globular malate synthase (82 kDa) to the oligomeric GroEL-GroES complex (872 kDa) to highly flexible domains from the ribosome (>2.5 MDa). 4 In the case of RPA (116 kDa) and many other multidomain proteins, modularity and interdomain flexibility are the critical properties that enable characterization of dynamic architectures by NMR. (Figure 2 ). The signals from each of the three domains appear in positions remarkably similar to those in NMR spectra of the three isolated domains ( Figure S1 ). Thus, all three domains are structurally independent and resonance assignments can be transferred from the isolated domains to RPA70NAB. 5 NMR is highly sensitive to differences in the degree of interdomain flexibility; the signals from the A and B domains are substantially weaker than the signals from the N domain, even though all three domains are approximately the same mass (Figure 2 ). The differences arise from the fact that although the A and B domains are structurally independent, the short A-B tether partially restricts their motions, whereas the much longer N-A tether enables the N domain to tumble essentially freely in solution. The coupling of the A and B domains by the short tether is a critical factor for the ability to bind ssDNA with high affinity. 5 The same approach was applied to the analysis of full-length RPA. Figure 2b shows the remarkably high quality , and RPA32N domains were identified in this spectrum. As in the case of RPA70NAB, the signals appear in nearly identical positions as in the NMR spectra of the isolated domains, indicating the domains are structurally independent and enabling the transfer of resonance assignments directly to the intact protein (Figure 2c ). Moreover, a clear hierarchy in the interdomain dynamics was evident. The signals from RPA32N and RPA32C were very strong, indicating that these domains are nearly as flexible in the trimer as when isolated on their own. Lower intensity is observed for the signals from RPA70 N, A, and B domains, with N signals stronger than A and B as seen for RPA70NAB. In contrast, no signals were identified for the RPA70C/RPA32D/RPA14 trimer core. Although it has a relatively large mass (M r 49.1 kDa), the trimer core on its own gives excellent spectra ( Figure S2 ). The absence of signals in the intact protein is therefore attributable to the slowing of its rate of tumbling due to the drag caused by the attachment of the five other domains. The ability to simultaneously probe five domains without interference from the trimer core in the TROSY-HSQC spectrum demonstrates the value of the dynamic hierarchy of different NMR experiments.
Having established a basis for analyzing RPA architecture, investigations were undertaken to characterize the remodeling of RPA structural dynamics upon binding ssDNA. Figure 2c which revealed three important observations. First, ssDNA has essentially no effect on RPA70N or RPA32C, showing directly that they play no role in the binding of ssDNA and remain available for functioning in the recruitment of other DNA processing factors. Second, the changes in signals of RPA70A and RPA70B upon binding of ssDNA were very similar to those observed when ssDNA is titrated into isolated RPA70AB. In addition, the signals from the A and B domains are seen to broaden upon binding of ssDNA, consistent with a tighter association of the tandem high affinity domains with the trimer core, which slows their rate of tumbling and increases the rate of relaxation. These results represent the first direct observation of the remodeling of RPA structural dynamics upon binding ssDNA and reflect DNA-induced alignment of RPA70AB with the trimer core.
The third important observation was that binding of ssDNA caused changes in the NMR signals of RPA32N, which also reflected remodeling of RPA. Comparison of NMR spectra for the intact protein and the isolated RPA32N domain revealed offsets in the intact protein until ssDNA is added ( Figure S3 ). Since the 32N domain is the primary site for RPA phosphorylation, the transient interactions of RPA32N may explain why RPA actively involved in DNA processing (i.e., DNA-bound) can be efficiently phosphorylated by ambient cell-cycle machinery or DNA damage transducers. This hypothesis is consistent with previous reports that RPA associated with ssDNA is more accessible to kinase activity than the free protein. 6 The change in availability of RPA32N may also help explain how damage-dependent phosphorylation of RPA32N participates in redirecting processing of the DNA substrate from replication to repair. The analysis of full-length RPA shows NMR can serve as an effective tool for evaluating the structural dynamics of challenging multidomain proteins. While many obstacles remain to understanding the intricate choreography of DNA processing, we have demonstrated that NMR can contribute insight into the structural dynamics of the corresponding macromolecular machinery.
